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 Wattage: 5

 Voltage: 12-36V AC/D

 Luminous Flux: 400L

 Beam Angle: 60

 Color Rendering Index (CRI): 8

 Lifespan: 50,000hr

 Light Source: LE

 Color Temperature (CCT): 2200

 Waterproof Rating: IP6

 Operating Temperature: -13℉-131

 Material: Aluminum + Iron

SPECIFICATIONS

 Enhanced illumination, openwork shade, wider 
light spread, textured ambiance

 IP65 waterproof, durable in all weathers, reliable 
outdoor use

 Low voltage efficiency, broad compatibility, 
minimal energy use

 Versatile installation, ideal for gazebos, pergolas, 
tree or eave mounting.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

With their efficient LED lighting and distinctive 
shade design, LEONLITE's Pendant Lights ensure a 
broad, textured glow, offering an ambient solution 
for tree, gazebo, or pergola installations.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONWARRANTY & RATING

SJ15PLLO-CODL5N22-BLK
Tiki Outdoor Pendant & Patio Light

LeonLite® Patio & Hardscape Lighting
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Size in mm

 1" = 25.4mm.

Product diagram

 It utilizes 18 SMD LED beads sized 2835, with a 
working current of 500mA and a high color 
rendering index (CRI) of 80, providing a good 
color representation

 The fixture offers a luminous efficacy of 80 
lumens per watt, delivering efficient brightness.

LED and Optical Performance


 Comes with one eye screw for stability
 One expansion screw for robust mounting
 Two wire caps for safe connections
 A 3 feet 11 inches iron chain for adjustable 

hanging.

Additional Components


 Constructed with an aluminum loop and an iron 
housing, both finished in matte black for a 
sophisticated look

 The housing features a textured, openwork 
design that not only adds visual interest but 
also allows light to permeate, creating a striking 
contrast and enhancing the ambiance

 This permeable structure is particularly 
effective for atmospheric lighting in gazebos, 
pergolas, or when suspended from trees and 
eaves.

Design and Structure


 The fixture operates on AC/DC 12-36V and 
uses 5W of power, effectively replacing a 45W 
incandescent bulb for energy savings

 The wiring is UL certified, made of brass 
material, specified as STP-1W 20AWG, and 
spans a length of approximately 4 feet 11 
inches, utilizing waterproof connectors for 
secure outdoor installation.

Power and Electrical Features


SJ15PLLO-CODL5N22-BLK
Tiki Outdoor Pendant & Patio Light

LeonLite® Patio & Hardscape Lighting



Note: Also available in 10/2, 12/2, 14/2 sizes.
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Compatible Accessories

Brass Yellow Red Bronze Oiled Rubbed Bronze

All Color Options

Designer Crafted Ambient Pendant Lights

Basic Outdoor Pendant Lights

Rotatable Retaining Wall and Paver Lighting

Basic Retaining Wall and Paver Lighting
some models may have limited choices.Designed for downward illumination to enhance wall textures, or to lie flush in pavements.




















270° rotation for fine-tuning wall texture highlights or focusing on steps and paths.

Hang from trees or gazebo/pergola to bathe patios and lawns in soft, expansive lighting.

Permeable design for ambiance; textured elegance for outdoors.

LeonLite® Patio & Hardscape Lighting
*Current offerings as of January 2024; visit leonlite.com for additional choices

Neon for bold outlines, strings for delicate points.

Edge & Sparkle Light Series


